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Bash at Lake Havasu

The hugely popular Havasu Pocket Cruisers Convention, in its fifth year, was sure to be a great time. 200
boats! PY'ers who attended were: Brad/Jackie Evans, Dan/Mary Phy, Tim D, who sailed with Dan, Dan/
Gretchen Ricker, Judy B. and family, Daryl H., Dick Herman, Neil Dorf, myself, and Dave Bacon...THE BACONATER, who cleaned up all the big trophies (literally), and then delivered a riveting lecture to a packed
audience of 300+ devotees. In the long distance race, held the second day and starting 75 or so boats at
once (resembling a massive train wreck), Dave demolished most of the fleet boat for boat, and finished 1st on
handicap by a whopping 12 minutes. With Neil crewing aboard Gale, we managed to get across the line after
about ten minutes, and started playing catch up in the variable 8-15k winds. Really fun sailing with so many
different boats for the next 4hours. The highlight for me was this guy overtaking us in a MacGregor 26s, flying
a HUGE Texas flag. As I politely reminded him of our right of way, with a big smile he just said "WANT A
BEER?!!" That just set the tone for the right attitude for this event. The next day, I had him aboard Gale for
said beer.
After results were in for this race we learned that after Dave, Dan Phy placed 12th, and we managed a 15th
overall. While this event is not focused on racing, they had courses set for three out of the seven days of the
HPCC. The next day was set to a Cruiser Challenge format...with small, medium, and large classes, except
they had only one start (once again), with the expected carnage. Sailing alone, I managed a clean start, and
was in sight of Dan P and Dick H for most of the race, and the lead pack. But, someone had set the weather
mark way out, and the first leg took 2.5hrs to round, so this was another marathon. Conditions were a bit
gustier than the day before, with 30 degree shifts, and big holes....until the later part of the race, when predicted squall lines arrived; once again confirming
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The Commodore’s Corner
Yikes!
The sun is shining, the trees are
flowering, the birds are singing,
and all saying that Spring (and
Sailing Season) is nearly here! Where did Winter go?

Bay Overnight Sail on May 5th, and Jerry Barrilleaux’s incomparable Delta Overnight Sail on May
19th. So there is a lot to look forward to. Better clean
out those Autumn leaves, dust off the boats, and start
your engines. Let the fun begin!

And, so long as everyone is itching to get out on the
water, the Potter Yachter sailing calendar shows
some great events on the horizon. We have Pat Brennan’s Oakland Estuary Sail on April 14th, Goose’s
Benicia Sail on April 21st, Mike Swartz’s Monterey
EVENTS ON THE HORIZON:

04/14/2012
04/21/2012
05/05/2012
05/19/2012
06/02/2012
06/16/2012
06/23/2012

Oakland Sail/Strictly Sail Show (Pat Brennan)
Benicia Sail (Jim ”Goose” Gossman)
Monterey Bay Overnight Sail (Mike Swartz)
Delta Cruise Overnight (Jerry Barrilleaux)
Woodward Overnight (Katie Taylor)
Lake Hennesey/Wine Country P-15 Sail (Rich McDevitt)
Eagle Lake Overnight (Don Person)

Organized in Northern California in 1978, the Potter Yachters is the longest running West Wight Potter club. Membership
is open to owners of West Wight Potters and anyone interested in Potters and other trailerable microcruiser sailboats.
Commodore:
Carl Sundholm
750 Menlo Ave, #100
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Cell: (408) 858-7057
sundholm@att.net
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Vice Commodore:
Rich Mc Devitt
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ViceCommodore@potter-yachters.org
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Dave Bacon
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Pacifica, CA 94044
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733 Spindrift DR.
San Jose, CA, 95134
Cell: (408) 621-4592
PYnewsletter@hotmail.com
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Danville, CA 94526
(925) 820 0800
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Website:
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(Havasu: continued from page 1)
sheeted in, I got pinned on my ear. With the
initial gust at least 45kts, and ensuing blasts of
30-35k, I had my hands full. With my rail in the
water, but still feeling safe (and remarkably
calm), I got the jib uncleated, popped up, and
assessed. With the rain pelting down, and lee
shore approaching, I attempted one tack (which
failed in the high winds), then proceeded to
"chicken-jibe", which was surprisingly easy. After regaining control, I decided to go for the finish line, to the chagrine of the committee
boat...who just wanted to get in amid the heavy
rain, and approaching lightening and thunder.
While the Pelican and the Scamp had managed
to slip by, I managed 6th place in small boat
division, and was the last boat to finish. Dan P.
was third, and received a well earned trophy.
Wow.
With no racing the next day, workshops and
lectures were attended by many. Dick Herman and Gretchen Ricker conducted book
signings, and vendors were set up. Evenings
were spent eating, socializing, hearing guest
speakers, and watching slide shows.
Friday was the last race day, held for individual boat classes (5 boats or more). They set
up two courses this time, so starts were much
smaller. Winds started a blustery 18-25 with
boats reefed, but moderated to 10-15 after
the starts. Silly me forgot to check my turnbuckles, and I got a rude reminder on the way
to the start. Yes, I learned one more way to
drop my mast!! With my history well documented, there can't be many more ways for
me to learn how to keep it up. After much
practiced crisis control, (anchoring, untangling,
securing), I managed to get under power with no
physical damage. Rather than head in, I turned
Gale into a photo boat, and watched Dave B. and
a Monty 15 duel it out; after gaining a substantial
lead on the rest of their respective fleets. YOU
GO DAVE!
Saturday was boat show and Parade day, and for
once, the weather mellowed perfectly. After
checking out some very cool boats...including a
28' French-built aluminum cruiser, the awesome
Seaward, and Pinky the Potter 15...we readied
for an armada sail under the London Bridge. Mix(Havasu: continued on page 4)
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(Havasu: continued from page 3)
ing it up with in close quarters with so many
boats (including power and excursion boats)
was really fun. We meandered inches from
each other without incident. Cool. The awards
(sp: Dave Bacon) dinner followed Saturday
night, and after that, we departed for home.
The drive from the Bay area was a solid 12hrs
(with stops) but by leaving at sun-up, we arrived by sundown. Not so bad. Great organization and a really fun trip.
Thanks to Sean, Jo, and all of those who put on
this fantastic "no entry fee" event.
Goose.
Yes, Virginia, that really is the London Bridge,
meticulously moved stone by stone to a lake in

It’s Pinky!
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Strictly Sail Boat Show
Jack London Square, Oakland April 14, 2012

As in the past few years, the Oakland Estuary daysail is the same
Salt & Pepper Sail
weekend as the Pacific “Strictly Sail” boat show at Jack London
Sunday April 15, 2012, 12:00PM
Square, Oakland.
at the Grand Street launch ramp in AlaWe will rig and launch at the Grand Street launch facility in Alameda
meda.
opposite Coast Guard Island and plan to be underway between 9:00
There will be a sign up sheet for potenand 10:00. We will sail to Jack London Square and attempt our traditial West Wight Potter owners at the
tional Potter Yachter parade by the show before breaking for lunch.
International Marine Booth during the
You are urged to fly a Potter burgee and an ensign if you have them.
Strictly Sail Show. We will need at least
The most popular place for lunch is Quinn’s Lighthouse in Oakland
one P15 and one P19 to be available to
opposite Coast Guard Island. There is also the Rusty Pelican opposite
Jack London Square. Both have guest docks. Some may decide to
take potential buyers out for a test sail
continue on out to the Bay. Keep your VHF tuned to Ch. 68 and let us
on Sunday. It would be nice to have a
know where you are going If you leave the main group. In the afternice turnout of Potters for this sail.
noon, after sailing, quite a few will head over to the Boat Show folKen Lange is doing a great job supporting
The Potter marquee, lets do our share to
lowed by a visit to the Oakland yacht Club bar.
keep
International Marine going. Lets sell
If anyone members would like to stay overnight and continue sailing
some new Potters for Ken.
on Sunday, OYC can probably accommodate them with a slip. Potter
Yachters is a reciprocal member of OYC so feel free to call the club
See you on the water,
Grand Street has two well-maintained ramps and a parking lot. Both
Bud
the ramp and parking are free.
Tides and currents are not of real concern on the Estuary, but tide will
be low about noon so it is advisable to keep in the channel while heading for Quinn’s because there are many snags close
to Coast Guard Island.
Directions:
Take 880 toward Oakland. Exit at 23rd Street
and follow the
“Alameda” signs to the
Park Street Bridge. After
crossing the bridge make
a right turn at the second
light, Clement Street. Go
straight on Clement until
it ends and then turn right
on Grand Street.

The Potter Yachter
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Delta Overnight Sail
Bruno’s Island, May 19, 20 2012
B&W Resort to Bruno's Island
We will be launching at B&W Resort at 9 AM for a sail to Bruno's Island for an overniter. Bruno's is a Sailboat
friendly Island in the heart of the Delta just off the Stockton Deepwater Channel.
Slips at Bruno's are $10 per night per boat. They have picnic tables and clean restrooms with flush toilets.
Bring your own food for Sat. night. On Sunday we can stop at the Spindrift or the Pirates Lair for Breakfast.
For those wishing to launch at Bruno's, they have a P.15 only ramp at the Island. Bruno's Island 916 777
6084 B&W 916 777 6161
To get to B&W take highway 4 to Antioch head to Rio Vista 160 over the Antioch Bridge. When you get to
Highway 12 turn right. Go about 4 miles and just BEFORE you cross a Bridge turn left on Brannon Island
Road. This will take you right past the ramp. You will need to tell the attendant you will be parking overnite.
For more info you can call Jerry Barrilleaux at 925 685 4577
See You There!
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One Hand on the Tiller

And One on the Camera
By Don Person

Thoughts for the beginner from a hobbyist on photographing birds when single handing a small boat.

Geeze, how do you photograph your own camera?
This is my preferred setup. It is the camera’s
original strap, with a couple knots tied in it, to

My first thought is that if you are thinking about trying it,
just do it. An adage in sailboating is "tiller time'. The same
is true for photography, the more you shoot the better you
will get. Any camera will do but you will soon realize the
limits of your equipment and if hooked will
begin to think about what you need in the way of a better
point and shoot camera or even a Digital Single Lens Reflex
which has interchangeable lenses. Now we are talking much
moola so let's back up.
What are the special attributes a camera should have for bird
photography from a small sailboat.
● A good strap. Overboard is gone.
● Size and weight. A camera easily used with one
hand is an advantage. It is always a compromise between
size, weight, cost and capability. In general the largest point
and shoot camera you can comfortably use with one hand
will be the best for our purpose. Pros use big heavy DSLR
cameras and interchangable lenses that are built like tanks
and sealed against water and dust damage. They also can
pay tens of thousands of dollars just for a lens.
● Water resistance. All the point and shoot cameras
are susceptible to moisture intrusion so be as careful as you
can about keeping your camera dry. You can keep your
camera inside your vest or jacket, a plastic bag or in a sealed
box. Accessibility is always an issue so keep that in mind.
Birds seem to appear when you least expect them.
● Reach and speed. Reach is the distance at which
your camera and lens will capture a sharp image of the subject. For most boat-bird shots a telephoto capability is
needed to capture a small object at a distance. Speed is determined by how efficiently your camera's shutter will operate. For more information on this use your browser and
look for "digital camera speed" or "camera f stop".
(Birds and boats, continued on page 8)

make a couple little loops near the camera, plus a
tight-enough-to-stay-put-but-not-tight-enoughto-get-stuck loop for my hand. The carabineer is
handy to stick the camera to any handy projecting
object on the boat. Word of experience— unless
you are looking for a new style of headknocker, do
NOT attach it to the boom!

Below are a couple more ideas. My old Pentax SLR
has a very nice comfy neoprene strap. Alas, I can
not find it to photograph. Instead, take a look at
these. There are many good straps to use. The
blue one fits the shape of your neck, and is very
adjustable, IF you can figure out how! It is meant
to hold a heavy RC transmitter all day. The piece
of felt is an idea, if you are feeling crafty. It
takes two balls of wool yarn, some hot water, and
a lot of crocheting. Don’t forget the clips. This
one will be a strap for a new camera bag.
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● Fast focusing. Point and shoot cameras used to
have a long "lag" time between when the shutter release
button was clicked and the picture was actually taken.
The newer models are much better although they all have
some delay. The shorter the better.
Modern digital cameras are miraculous. All of them.
Somewhere I read "99% of a picture is the photographer,
only 1% the camera". Not that the photographer isn't still
the most important factor but that was then. Present generation digital cameras make it much easier for all of us
to get very nice shots. For our kind of photography a
Diving Brown Pelican
point and shoot camera with ten or more megapixels and
a ten to 14 zoom is a good starting point. More pixels are
good especially if you crop (blow up a small area, for example a bird) your exposure. More magnification increases the effects of unsteadiness and for most of us will not result in clearer images. All the newer cameras
have some built in method of attenuating camera shake which is very helpful for this kind of photography. The
name brands, Panasonic, Canon, Nikon, Sony, Fuji, Pentax and Olympus are all excellent. Bargain buys now
are Kodak Easy- Share point and shoot cameras because Kodak is leaving the digital camera business. All
these brands have their champions. Most new cameras do not include a memory card. A memory card is a
chip that slips into a slot inside the camera. It accepts the digital information from the sensor, your picture, and
saves it to install in your computer or other memory device. A four megapixel card is good for about 500
shots. A battery is usually included, either a rechargeable proprietary or AAs. Always have some extra AAs or
buy a second battery.
This is a collaborative effort between Don and myself. Don went above and beyond my original idea, and
wrote a wonderful how-to on cameras and boating, with many great bird shots to spice up the article.
This will be a multi-part article, with part one, the basics, included here. Enjoy! ~Ed

Sandpipers near Moss Landing
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For printing purposes, this page is left intentionally blank. Instead of a complete waste of space, enjoy
this fantastic rare photo of the rare wild Westwightpotterus smithii var. Sarah Anne nestled among
the reeds.

Patrick Brennan
1305 Webster St., C205
Alameda, CA 94501

With a Grain of Salt
The Potter Yachter is a forum for exchange of ideas and information among West Wight Potter (and other mini-yacht)
sailors. But we Potter Yachters are mostly a bunch of amateurs finding our way by trial and error and luck.
You will probably find some very helpful tips or ideas in the
Potter Yachter that will enhance your sailing experience, but
you may also find some ill-advised suggestions or ideas that
just don’t work for your particular boat, your sailing environment, your level of sailing experience, or your boat-working
skills. So please understand that any sailing tutorials, suggested
boat modifications, recommended cruises, etc., are the opinion of
the author, based presumably on his or her personal experience
and judgment at the time the article or letter was written.
If a Potter Yachter believes s/he has a good idea and submits it to
the newsletter for publication, we will usually pass it on to the rest
of you in the newsletter, but take it “with a grain of salt” and a large
portion of your own good judgment, and perhaps get a second opinion before undertaking a modification or cruise or sailing technique
you read about in the Potter Yachter (or any other publication)
- The Editor
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